The technique of modeling a neuron is mandatory and complex. In this paper, we introduce a simulating window by using graphical user interface (GUI) and it also helps researches in learning Hodgkin-Huxley (H-H) complex mathematical equations. By using such type of simulator, users can build any panel for easy analysis and visualization of results. Therefore, here we discuss this type of panel for H-H model in comparison with Kv3.3 model that motivates to propose a new version of neuron modeling.
Introduction
From 1939 to 1952, Hodgkin-Huxley (H-H) [1] formulated the existence of ionic current equations across a well developed neuronal circuit by using Kirchhoff's current law. In this paper, we also show the GUI panel for action potential of H-H formulation. This H-H model was the foundation for describing the neural activity with proper mathematics and further researchers mainly work with it. According to H-H model, inactivation of Na + ion is purely voltage dependent, and is state independent. But its concept is clearly violated by Kv3.3 model [2] and it verified that the phenomena of inactivation of Na + ion is state dependent rather than voltage dependency. Thus, we are approaching for developing our own model from which researchers can simulate and examine various fundamental concepts of neuron modeling by using GUI as other methods could not give the 100% accurate solution of H-H equations as shown in table1. Building small panel also motivates researchers with the opportunity to solve various types of complexities for synaptic modeling. Therefore, it is an appropriate approach for parametric analogy of mathematical equations in one single panel of GUI.
Parametric analogy
In this paper, we take the values of different parameters of H-H and Kv3.3 models to be plotted in GUI from literature review shown at from Gave the measure like code that reproduces the details of squid axon membrane conductance.
This circuit was quite complex and expensive to build. Descried the two dimensional system of nonlinear differential equations.
Most of the variables were not involved.
1997 Kistler, W.M., et al. [10] Four differential equations of H-H model were reduced by spike generation method.
Limitations were due to threshold voltage calculation.
2000 Fukai, H., et al. [11] Described an artificial neural network to identify and model the physiological behavior with proper threshold value.
This model was very much time consuming.
2002 Schaefer, M., et al. [12] Gave the concept of digital simulation system. That required improved modeling in which rising phase of action potential can be modified.
2006 Taylor. J and Langlois [13] Developed general purpose circuit analysis program using PSPICE.
Main problem was that biological components were not easy to simulate.
2008 William, H., et al. [14] Analysis of H-H equations in matlabODE45 for noise removal.
Biocompatible components were not to be accurately measured.
2010 Xu, J.,et al. [15] Developed NEUROFET for neuron modeling. This was not for synapse modeling device.
2012 Vavoulis, D.V.,et al. [16] Estimated conductance-based neuron models traditionally.
analyzed result was noisy.
Results and Discussion
We can discuss from the above chronicle review done on modeling of neuron that all models were developed by using different types of software. Due to drawbacks of the different models, we are using GUI for proper verification of inactivation and activation rates of H-H and kv3.3 model. Various parameters required to build this model are formulated theoretically and reversal potential of an ion channel along with steady state activation and inactivation kinetics are did. Since the equations describing model parameters are often missing from the literature. The digitization process is used to recreate and validate those equations. Figure: 1 below illustrates digitization and plotting of parameters in graphical user interface (GUI) with accuracy and approach to simulate bio components in future. 
